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Figure 1: The immersive environment designed in an archaeological context enables navigation in large and dense point clouds (left) and
interactions with the data such as cross-sections manipulation through a tracked tablet (center and right)
Abstract
In this article, we present a framework for an immersive and interactive 3D manipulation of large point clouds, in the context of
an archaeological study. The framework was designed in an interdisciplinary collaboration with archaeologists. We first applied
this framework for the study of an 17th-century building of a Real Tennis court. We propose a display infrastructure associated
with a set of tools that allows archaeologists to interact directly with the point cloud within their study process. The resulting
framework allows an immersive navigation at scale 1:1 in a dense point cloud, the manipulation and production of cut plans
and cross sections, and the positioning and visualisation of photographic views. We also apply the same framework to three
other archaeological contexts with different purposes, a 13th century ruined chapel, a 19th-century wreck and a cremation urn
from the Iron Age.
CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Virtual reality; • Applied computing → Archaeology;

1. Introduction
Throughout the last decade, Cultural Heritage, and in particular archaeology, has benefited from the extensive use of 3D technologies, essentially focusing on reconstitution from modeling or scanning [NPMd12]. Many monuments, buildings and cities were given
a new digital existence. Associated with virtual reality and augmented reality technologies, these reconstitution allow us to visualize, simulate and even interact with the past. Virtual reality combined with 3D digitization allows to immerse archaeologists in 1:1
copies of monuments and sites. Most of the time, the graphical environment for these reconstitution is constituted of meshes generated from digitization raw data that can be photos, in the case of

a photogrammetry [BBST11], [AAA∗ 16], DICOM (Digital Imaging and COmmunications in Medicine) data in the case of a CT
scan [MDG08], [RCD∗ 15] or point clouds in the case of a LiDAR
(Light Detection And Ranging) scanner [LKH∗ 10].
In the case of digitization, such as laser scan or photogrammetry, meshes generation is based on mathematical computations
on source raw data, using various algorithms such as Poisson
[KBH06], extended marching cubes [KBSS01], or implicit smooth
surface [SYM10] reconstructions. This data processing introduces
approximations, with the creation of polygons representing averages of sets of points, and errors, with the creation of surfaces between points that are not linked in reality.
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A point cloud is the basic raw data obtained when digitizing archaeological sites with laser scans. These data represent a
rich and faithful record provided that they have adequate tools
to exploit them. They can serve as support for the modelling
by snapping edges on existing points [CDD∗ 17] and their representation allows to distinguish themselves from a hypothetical modelled by geometries [BBP∗ 14]. They can also be used
in BIMs (Building Information Model), without being systematically converted in meshes [ALT15]. More recently, they were
use for artistic projects in Cultural Heritage context, as this kind
of representation constitutes an aesthetic representation with finesse and fragility of the real world [CMM∗ 18] or the Palimpsest
project http://www.interactivearchitecture.org/
lab-projects/palimpsest .
In this paper, we propose a framework to handle point cloud data
in immersive VR, for archaeological purposes.

2. Related works
Digital point cloud-like data is already widely used in other fields
such as medicine, industry, and Geosciences. Each of these areas
has its own specificity in their exploitation and use, whether for
pathology detection in medicine [AIG∗ 14], quality control in industry [WMN∗ 13], or erosion monitoring in Geosciences [LBL13].
It is therefore essential to provide tools adapted to the specific
needs related to the field of archaeology. Archaeological material
in a context of excavation, restoration or conservation, is generally fragile and any intervention on its structure may damage or
even destroy it. This statement fully justifies its systematic digitization, especially endangered material, whether due to climatic,
geological or political conditions. Another particular aspect is the
uniqueness of the study in archaeological context. It is difficult to
provide systematic tools as in medicine and industry where situations of study are essentially repetitive and reproducible. Furthermore, in archaeological context, the case studies are largely based
on interpretations and the expression of hypotheses and therefore
leave an important part to the archaeologist. It is therefore essential to propose environments in which the archaeologist can project
himself/herself and use his/her own perception of a context. This is
why the virtual reality that allows to immerse the user in 3D, scale
1, and offer customized interactions, is an interesting answer.
One important challenge is the display of point clouds that can
be very large with hundred millions or even billions of points,
and cannot benefit from the traditional rendering techniques for
3D meshes. Different approaches have been proposed to display
large point clouds by structuring the data [GEM∗ 13], [SW11] or by
applying rendering optimization techniques [PGK02]. These rendering tools are designed for visualization and manipulation on a
single PC. They generally require software skills to use and can
create ambiguities regarding the architectural dimensions. Recent
works explored the rendering of large point clouds with immersive first-person view [PMM∗ 17] or in immersive display structures [BSN14], [TBP15]. However, these works focus on the rendering and do not propose interactive tools or limited ones.
The work presented in [KBK08] describes an application to visualize LiDAR point cloud data in a CAVE, in

a geological context, for quality control, and extraction
of survey measurements. The tools developed by the private company Octarina (http://www.octarina.com/
creating-content-experiences-vr-ar/) also propose an interactive environment to manipulate point clouds in
a VR headset, in industry context. These two works represent
interesting illustrations of the value of immersive point cloud
interactions in these two domains. Unfortunately, the proposed
interactions are not relevant for archaeological purposes. The work
presented in [KKB∗ ] proposes very interesting interactive tools
for collaborative work sessions on a multi-user stereoscopic power
wall and a tactile table, applied to very large point clouds obtained
from laser scans of a large Cultural Heritage site in Italy. The
interactive tools, dedicated to archaeology, are oriented to multiple
users sessions for the analysis of the digital data. However, they do
not propose a scale 1:1 immersion within the data.

3. Motivation of the work
Our work contributes with an interactive framework in immersive
VR, based on point cloud data, designed specifically to answer archaeological questions. The objective of the study is to explore and
illustrate the interest for archaeologists, and more generally Cultural Heritage stakeholders, of manipulating point cloud data in an
immersive environment. For this purpose, archaeologists were associated all along the project in order to design, test, and validate
different tools to help them in their scientific research.
Our work was performed in the context of a multidisciplinary collaboration between archaeologists and computer scientists started several years ago, with the aim to propose and design
new tools and new practices for archaeologists, based on 3D technologies. The work was mainly driven by questions raised by archaeologists during the study of a particular building, an ancient
Real Tennis court.

3.1. Archaeological context
The building concerned by the study was built at the beginning of
the 17th century. It was originally a Real Tennis court, but was
transformed into a religious chapel at the end of 17th century, and
became property of the army after the French revolution at the end
of 18th century [FE15]. It is still in elevation and the municipality
that owns it since 20th century asked for an archaeological diagnostic in 2014, including a full digitization of its inside and outside
(see Figure 2), before launching rehabilitation works. The diagnostic was performed in few weeks, in parallel of the digitization with
LiDAR, due to time constraints imposed by the municipality.
In order to pursue their study once the access to the building
was no more possible, archaeologists asked computer scientists to
propose an application based on the 3D data obtained during the
digitization campaign. They needed to understand and document
the evolution of the structure of the building. This requires a good
representation of the actual volumes, an access to the internal organisation and evolution of the walls and floors, and a highlight of
particular details such as the clues of removed structures or recovering of ancient paintings. In order to fulfill these expectations, they
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Figure 2: Point cloud of the Real Tennis building.
Figure 3: Immersive navigation in the point cloud in a large
CAVE-like structure.
requested to be immersed in the digital record of the building, with
specific functionalities:
• 1:1 high definition immersion. The first requirement from archaeologists was of course to be able to navigate in the digital
copy of the building, at scale 1:1, with a resolution enough faithful and precise to enable further studies.
• segmentation of the information delivered by the 3D data.
These segmentation are represented in the form of crosssections, cutting plans, or orthophotos, and depend totally on
the different archaeological questions. They are often performed
by 3D specialists, often at once on a PC, with no possibility
for the archaeologist to superimpose and / or modify them autonomously, due to lack of training on these software, sometimes
not very intuitive or expensive.
• linking between the 3D environment and 2D documentation,
in particular photos taken during the diagnostic. These photos represent an important amount of data and it can be interesting to associate the view of some details highlighted by photos
with the gloal 3D data.

work, and to provide a tangible interaction with the virtual environment that intuitively carry the position of a segmentation
plan. The segmentation is defined by the plan colocated with the
tablet within the framework, and the the current segmentation
is visible on the screen of the tablet (see Figure 1, center and
right). Tactile interactions on the tablet allow to parameterize the
segmentation and to generate the 2D renderings.
• a functionality of 2D photos and point of view interactive positioning and activation inside the VR application. The user
has the possibility to upload photos within the VR application
and to position and scale them in the 3D environment (see Figure 4, Top). Once a photo is positioned, the user can define an

Other standard tools such as distance measurement, snapshots of
the current point of view, or 3D models integration were also requested by archaeologists.
3.2. Contribution of the work
The contribution of our work is a VR application that aims to assist the archaeologists in their process of study, according to their
needs. It consists in:
• an immersive VR application dedicated to archaeologists
with a display of the dense point cloud at scale 1:1. We chose
to work with a point cloud, because it represents the raw data
obtained with the laser scan, exempt of any geometrical transformation. However, this kind of 3D data implies some constraints
to be used in a VR system, for an archaeological purpose. In
particular, the point cloud must be dense enough to allow the archaeologist to observe relevant information. The application was
deployed in a CAVE-like structure, to allow the archaeologist to
be physically present in the simulation and to have a better perception of the scale (see Figure 3).
• a tracked tactile tablet to manage an interactive system of
segmentation able to generate cross-sections, cutting plans
and orthophotos. We chose this kind of interface as archaeologists often use tactile tablets to record notes in their day to day

Figure 4: Top: Positioning of a photo within the VR application.
Bottom: A floating sphere indicates a point of view of a photo in the
application.
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associated point of view materialized with a sphere. The photo
will only be visible when the user’s head is co-located with the
sphere (see Figure 4, Bottom).
Additional features such as scaling, measuring, dynamic display
configuration, and navigation complete the toolbox of the application. Technical details are presented in the next section.

of the cluster runs several instances of the application. The application itself is built using 3D game engine Unity and applicative
nodes are synchronized using MiddleVR, a VR plugin for Unity.
In addition, the application allows the connection of client applications, which can run on PCs or mobile devices, for specific views
such as cross sections. Network clients’ connection and synchronization are dynamically managed with Unity Network component.

4. Design and implementation

4.3.2. Point cloud loading

4.1. Point clouds production

Two different modes can be used to load point cloud. The first
mode reads archive files to store all points in RAM at the application startup in order to reduce I/O overhead and lead to better
overall performance once point cloud is fully loaded. This mode
is particularly useful when working in a distributed architecture,
with a clustering mode where the overall performance depends of
the worst node performance of the cluster nodes. The drawback of
this mode is the limitation according to available RAM. The second mode reads single binary file to only load point clouds that are
visible by the camera, in order to reduce RAM usage. This mode
enables the handling of very large point clouds. The drawback of
this mode is that it induces processing overhead during point cloud
navigation.

The data used in this work were generated using a laser scan technology. The scan of the Real Tennis building was performed in June
2014, with a Faro Focus3D X330. The resulting point cloud is constituted of 781 millions points with both inside and outside the capture of the building (Figure 2). It was sampled to produce two point
clouds, one high density point cloud (HDPC) for the close view
with 240 millions points and one low density (LDPC) for the distant view with 12 millions points.
4.2. Point cloud pre-processing
We used the binary Stanford Polygon format (PLY) for the point
cloud. It has the advantage of being a compact and standard format
supported by most of the 3D software. PLY files are structured as
a list of (x,y,z) points coordinates that can also be enriched by the
normal coordinates, (r,g,b) color values, and alpha property. The
drawback of this format is that it is not designed to define a structure or hierarchy between the points to help its loading, processing
and rendering. In order to optimize the loading and rendering of
the point clouds, we used an octree-based octree-based multiresolution approach, using a method similar to [KBK08]. This kind of
structure is common and well-known for point clouds. It allows to
perform frustum culling on octree nodes to hide non-visible points
using a top down traversal of the octree. The value of the threshold
is defined in order to obtain a compromise between the number of
draw calls, which depends on the size of the octree, and the frustum
culling performance, which depends on the size of the leaves of the
octree. The point cloud of the Real Tennis building is constituted
of 5744 octree nodes including 4861 octree leaves.
In addition, a subsample is performed on each octree
leaf by creating 3D voxel grid over the point cloud leaves
(An example of the principle of the algorithm can be
found at http://pointclouds.org/documentation/
tutorials/voxel_grid.php). The size of the voxel is user
defined and induces grid size and point cloud density. In each voxel
only the nearest point to the computed voxel centroid is kept. Each
leaf of the octree is stored in a distinct binary file where points coordinates, colors and normals are contiguous in order to match the
data sent to the GPU and reduce unnecessary processing overhead.
All binaries files of the same resolutions are also packed into one
big archive file, basically one file for HDPC and one for LDPC.
4.3. Point cloud processing
4.3.1. Architecture
The architecture of the application is designed in order to allow a
distributed rendering of the VR part, on a cluster of PCs. Each PC

4.3.3. Runtime display
One issue for the point clouds management is their graphical rendering as they cannot benefit from standard rendering optimization
used for 3D surface-based data. We implemented adaptations of
frustum culling and lod in order to gain performance on rendering, so we can guarantee an acceptable frame rate for immersive
and interactive visualization. Transition between HDPC and LDPC
resolutions is done by comparing the distance from the user to the
bounding box center to a given threshold that can be dynamically
modified (see Figure 5). These two techniques, level of detail and
frustum culling, work well together on such data structure: at close
range frustum culling discard a large number of points while at long
range level of detail heavily reduce the number of points rendered.
4.4. Interactions with the point clouds
Various interactions are proposed to the user immersed in the point
clouds. First interaction is naturally navigation, in a flying mode,
using a tracked wand equipped with a joystick, with four degrees of
freedom (translation in the direction pointed by the wand, rotation
around the vertical axis).
Interactions with the point clouds are possible in two different
ways. The first is through a radial menu used in the application,
and controlled with the wand. The second is through a set of icons
displayed on a tactile tablet connected to the application. The tablet
interface is mainly used for cut plan manipulation.
4.4.1. Point clouds display properties
Points are rendered as a colored square composed of two triangles
oriented to face the user like a billboard. Several configurations on
the point cloud are proposed to the user. The size of the points can
be changed for both LDPC and HDPC. Large point’s size leads to
a uniform surface representation while a small point size highlights
the structure of the current object with transparency rendering.
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Figure 6: Cutaway manipulation.

Figure 5: Top: Low density point cloud. Middle: High density
point cloud close to the user, Low density at longer distance. Bottom: Full High Density point cloud.

pinpoint the position where the photo was originally taken. The
placement of these views is manual and done through five 3D cubic
handles on photos, on each corner and in the center (see Figure 4).
User can interact with the handles through a tracked controller ray
cast; he can grab the photo through the center model and manipulate its position and rotation according to the initial distance between controller and photo. Scale is also modifiable by dragging
one of the corner models closer or further of the photo center. During the manipulation, the photo is transparent in order to ease its positioning. Once the position, rotation and scale of the photo match
the point cloud they are saved in an external configuration file with
the current user head position that represents the new sphere position. When the user puts his/her head inside the sphere, the photo
becomes visible, and it disappears when the user quits the position
of the point of view.

4.4.2. Cross section and cutaway plan with tablet
A custom 3D marker placed on a tablet is used to manipulate a cut
plane in our VR Cluster. This plane is used as a reference to hide
points or make them semi-transparent in order to realize in real
time, either a cross section, i.e. a parameterized thickness slice of
the point cloud (see Figure 1, center), or a cutaway, i.e. a portion of
the point cloud constituted of the points behind the cut plane (see
Figure 6, Top). A snap option can be enabled to force the plane to
be horizontal or vertical when the plane angle is within a threshold.
The tablet shows an orthographic view, orthogonal to the cut plan,
of the cross section that can be saved at any time and exported as
image. The view on the tablet is dynamically adjusted following its
position in the virtual environment (see Figure 1, center). Configuration can be done through the tablet like changing the zoom level,
adding a translation or rotation offset, or forcing the color of the
points (see Figure 1, right).
4.4.3. Photographic viewpoints
Photographic viewpoints can be added to the point cloud as a complementary visualization tool. A sphere, textured with the associated photo, serves as a landmark to locate this viewpoint and to

Figure 7: Integration of an outline inside the virtual environment.

This functionality can also be used to integrate 2D outlines in the
3D environment (see Figure 7).
4.4.4. Scaling
User can modify the scale of the point clouds, either to increase the
size of small objects, or to decrease the size of larger environments
to get an overview. Scaling is calculated relative to the center of the
bounding box of the point cloud using a homothetic transformation
directly applied in the rendering shader for an efficient processing.
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4.4.5. Mesh rendering
We can integrate other 3D data inside the VE like CAO 3D model
or generated 3D model, that will be combined with the point cloud,
to offer different level of information. Figure 8 shows the integra-

Figure 8: Superposition of the graphic modeling of the Real Tennis
building.
tion of a graphic modeling of the Real Tennis court at the 18th century that was produced by the archaeologist in charge of the study.
In this case, the 3D model was integrated and aligned within the
development environment, but it is possible and easy to propose a
runtime integration of 3D model, with an interactive positioning of
the 3D model similar to the one used for positioning the photos.

to evaluate on standard PC screens. He noted that the photographic
views allowed to more easily make the connection with the real site.
The second one was very enthusiastic about the cutting plan that
produces 2D cut views, as this kind of documentation is intensively
used when producing excavation reports, especially for buildings.
Such 2D images are usually produced by IT technicians from specifications given by archaeologists. In our application the real-time
visualization of the 2D cut on the tablet allows the archaeologist
to completely master his/her 2D cut and to easily explore alternative 2D cuts during the immersive session. She also pointed out the
interest of being immersed at 1:1 scale, in the case of the superposition of the hypothetical modeling and the point cloud, to validate or
detect incoherence in the hypothetical model. She also appreciated
the high-density area and the point size management that provide
a rendering close to a textured mesh. Finally, she noted the interest of such rendering to more easily share her understanding of the
building, either in the context of an exchange with another expert,
or in the context of scientific mediation, which is a very important
activity of archaeology.
5.2. Instantiation to three other archaeological contexts
We applied our work to three other archaeological contexts, chosen for their different states of conservation, complexity and archaeological interest. (see Figure 9, Top). The first context was a

5. Results and discussion
5.1. Results
5.1.1. Technical results
The resulting applications were deployed on a large CAVE-like facility constituted of 4 screens, one floor of 9.6m x 2.9m, 6688px x
2000px two lateral screens of 2.9m x 3.1m, 2000px x 2160px, and a
main vertical screen of 9.6m x 3.1m, 6688px x 2160px, with images
displayed by 14 WQXGA laser projectors, driven by 7 PC, with the
following characteristics: 2 Intel Xeon E5-2623v4 2.6 2133 4C,
32GB DDR4-2400, 2 NVIDIA Quadro P6000 24GB.
Each one of the seven PCs of the cluster runs two instances of
the application, one for each projector. The tablet used for the interaction is a Microsoft Surface Pro 4, equipped with a tracking geometry built with a 3D printer. Due to the clustering architecture,
the overall performance is equal to the performance of the slowest node. The performance on one node depends on the number of
points displayed and the size of the points. For the largest point
clouds, the Real Tennis building and the Chapel ruin, the performance varies from 10 FPS at full load to 60 FPS, which provides a
fluent rendering of the point clouds. The application was also successfully deployed and run on a HTC Vive headset.
5.1.2. Archaeological results
Two archaeologists from outside the project evaluated the application in the large immersive facility. The first one pointed the interest
of the 1:1 scale to better perceive the volumes and dimensions of the
digitized contexts. He argued that the dimensions are very difficult

Figure 9: Top: Cremation urn. Bottom, left: Wreck. Bottom, right:
13th century Chapel.
13th century ruined chapel, measuring 22m x 13m, with some preserved elevations including the complete pinion with a rose window and arcades. Beyond the classic interest of digital preservation
of this unique architectural building [Gou73], the granite weathering due to the temperate oceanic environment [MPS08] accelerates the global erosion of the monument and motivated its digitization. The second context was an 18th-century wreck in a foreshore
context, accessible at low tide [RPH∗ 18]. This context presents interesting characteristics encouraging a digitization project, with a
limited size of the site (9m x 3m), a difficult access, as the wreck is
under the sea most of the time, an endangered heritage, as the foreshore context is highly destructive. The last context is a cremation
urn of Iron Age discovered during an archaeological excavation of
a necropolis, among a dozen urns [AL14]. The urns were all CT
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scanned, and the one presented in this paper revealed two interesting metal objects, a fibula and a knife blade.
The first two contexts represent two endangered sites that are interesting to document for comparative studies and general knowledge, but not enough interesting to justify an expensive restoration.
In this case, a laser scan allows to perform a 3D recording of the
sites that can be further studied using our framework. For both sites,
2D cuts were performed for archaeological documentation.
For the object-size context, the cremation urn, archaeologists
found very interesting the change of scale to get inside the object
and obtain an immersive navigation that allows a better understanding of the structure. In particular, they were able to follow the insect
galleries between bones fragments and indicates that this could help
to better understand the shifting of the fragments and re-associate
some of them.

5.3. Discussion

5.3.2. Point clouds in VR
Some properties of point clouds have a significant impact on their
usability in virtual reality. It is important that the point cloud is
sufficiently dense and that the points are distributed evenly. The
respect of these properties requires a good quality of the stage of
digitization. As archaeology teams are increasingly trained in the
use of digitization techniques, there is a clear improvement in the
quality of point clouds produced, which favors the development of
tools for handling this type of data.
Point clouds handling in VR requires to adapt the existing optimization techniques used for 3D meshes. The two techniques we
integrated, lod and frustum culling, allowed us to reach comfortable
performance for the user with large size point clouds. Another optimization techniques such as occlusion culling could also be adapted
to enhance the performances. But this particular technique requires
a more complex handling, as the block of points can be transparent
depending of the distribution of the points. Additional techniques
such as [BWPP04] can be applied in this case.

5.3.1. Point clouds for archaeology
The digitization of archaeological material makes it possible to
meet several objectives. First, a point cloud is a long-term, accurate record of the current state of the site, building, or object. This
kind of recording is a major stake of the preservation of our Cultural Heritage. The numerical data obtained also makes it possible
to document, study and argue. These data are often collected for a
certain purpose, but as pointed out in [CBMM13], it is quite possible to reuse these data later with new objectives. Finally, a cloud
of points constitutes an aesthetic data format that can be directly
used in the scientific mediation framework, provided that tools are
available to handle it.
The tools proposed as part of the work presented in this article
have been designed to respond to actual needs of archaeologists. A
work session around the point cloud of the chapel made it possible
to easily and quickly generate cutting plans allowing documentation of the monument subject to significant erosion. In the same
way, the point cloud of the wreck is a working support that can be
used while the real wreck, buried under 80cm of sand and covered
by the sea most of the time, is very difficult to access. Cutting plans
were also generated for this wreck and archaeologists noted that the
generation of such cuttings was faster and more accurate than the
usual hand-made drawings. The views of the urn and the change
of scale have allowed archaeologists to have a unique and innovative view of its internal structure. The Real Tennis building was the
richest source of data for the design and evaluation of point cloud
manipulation tools. Several work sessions took place in the immersive environment and resulted in these first results. The fact that
both the external and internal parts of the building were scanned,
and that a 3D reconstitution of the original building was modeled
by the archaeologist provided a rich amount of data source that is
not always available. However, 3D digitization during archaeological excavations is more and more systematic and multi-source. It is
thus important to be able to combine different kinds of data, either
produced from different technologies such as LiDAR and CT scan,
or of different nature, as in the combination of point cloud data,
photographic views and surface meshes.

The use of a CAVE by archaeologists is not always practical or
possible, and it is difficult to envisage installing such facility in
archaeology laboratories and museums. That is why we have also
deployed our point cloud tools on an HMD. This kind of equipment
is indeed more affordable and transportable and it is quite possible
to include it in the panoply of an archaeological excavation site.
However, in this case, the interaction modalities must be adapted,
in particular for the manipulation of the cut plane by tablet which
will have to be managed completely in the application environment
of manipulation of the point cloud since the user does not have
real-world visibility when wearing a helmet.

6. Conclusions
This paper presented a set of tools to manipulate point clouds in
a highly immersive and interactive virtual reality environment, in
an archaeological context. The tools were developed and evaluated on four different contexts, two buildings and one wreck digitized by LiDAR technology, and one cremation urn digitized by CT
scan. The resulting application was successfully deployed in a large
CAVE-like facility and was positively evaluated by two archaeologists. The main functionalities of the application are a segmentation tool that allows to produce cross sections and cut-aways, a
scaling tool, and an inlay tool that allows to position photographic
views inside the point cloud. Further developments are underway
to completely adapt the application to a more portable VR headset context. The increasing use of digitization in Cultural Heritage
context with the production of more and more digital data justify
the development of adapted processing tools, especially around the
point clouds which constitute a basic data in this field. Virtual reality, by immersing the user at 1:1 scale in these data is an interesting solution, especially by allowing to propose natural interactions to manipulate them. A video of this work is available at
https://vimeo.com/349679831
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